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The figures im the margin indicate futt mnrlcs

for the questions

1. Answer the lbllowing questions : lxV=7

(a) What is the normalized floating point
representation of real numbers?

{b) Define the terrn relative error.

(c) If we take n =3.14 instead of 3"14159,
find the absolute error.

(d) Establish the relation, E=1+A.

(e) Write down the value of At+lxt.

A When are Newton's interpolation
fornnulae used?

(g) What is the basic principle of numerical
differentiation?
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2. Answer the following questions : 2x4=g

(s.) Using normalized floating point
representation, acld .4S46ES and
'543387.

{b} Show that

aflog/(x)) = toelr. gql"L ,f(r) l
(c) Establish the result

a' = += 1[o, -! *u*1a.,- llor* ....l" dx hL-" 2-v '3":t 4^o' )
where the symbols have their usual
meanings.

{d.) Write the conditions under which
(iltrapezoidal rule and (ii)Simpson,s $rdrule are vaiid.

S, Answer the fotrlowing questions : cxJ= I 3

(e) Explain the terms truncation error and
round-off error with suitable exainples.

(b) Using the method of separation of
sSnmbols, prove that

,'e:r
uLx+uzx* +ur"3 + ...= - t wt r

I-X

(c)

x:

"f(x) :

{s}
Ar

Obtain the estimate of the missing
figures in the following table :

x:l2345678
ftxl : 2. 4 I 32 I28 256

Find the first derivative of the function
'tabulated below at the poin] x = 3.0 :

3.0 3.2 3.4 3'6 3.8 .+.0

-14.000 -10.032 -5.296 0'256 6.672 14.000

x2 x3:--Aul +-- ,n,urn...(1: xl2 ' (l - x):

Or

Evaluate l:-g-by using /d Simpson's
JQ L+ *2

$d rule and (ii) Simpson's $ttr rute.

Answer either (a) or (b) :

(a) (t) Derive the Newton's forward
interpolation formula and. mention
when the formula glves best
approximation.

4.

4+ 1=5
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(tt) In an examination, the number of
candidates who obtained rnarks
between certain limits wetre as

follows :

Estimate the ru.rmber of candidates
who obtained less than 70 marks" 5

{5}

(b) (d The velocity u{krn /min} of a vehicle
which starts frorn rest, is given at
fixed intervals of time t (min) as
follows :

24681012t4.161820
10182s29322011520

Estimate approximately the
distance covered in 20 minutes,
using Simpson's $rd rule.

(it) Cornpute the integral Ii'!* ot

applying Gauss's quadrature
formula.

ti
u:

(b) (t) State and
difference
otherwise
formuia.

derive Stirling's central
formula. Hence or
establish Bessel's

(irJ Apply Bessel's formula to

UZs, grven U2A =2854, gro

U2B = 3544, A32 =3992'

3+3=6

obtain
=3L62,

+

6. Answer

{a} (t)

either (a) ar (b) :

State the Newton-Raphson formula
and give a geometrical inter-
pretation of it"
Find a root of the equation
*3 -4x-9 =0, using the bisection
method correct to four decirnal
places.

(t") State the condition of convergence
of Newton-Raphson niethod"

{it)

b. Answer either {a) or {P} :

(a) Explain briefly the idea of nurnerical
integnation. Establish the generatr

quadrature formula and deduce
trapezoidai ruie from it. 2+$+3=16

(b)

Marks obtained Nuntber of carutridates

0-19

20^39

40-59

60-79

80*99

4T

oz

65

50

LI
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t( a \Derive xn+L = *l *" +: i forz\ xn)
determining the square root of
e)O, using Newton-Raphson
formuia.

Show that the equation
x2 +logx = O has exactly one root

and. the root lies in the interval
t+, u.

Find a real root of the equation
xs -2x-d-0 by the method of
false p.osition correct to three
decimal places.

(ii4

(iu)

***
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